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ANALYSIS OF AEROBALLISTICALLY DISPERSED GLASS SAMPLES FROM WABAR CRATER, SAUDI 

ARABIA; %.H. See, 'D.w. Mittlefehldt, and 2 ~ .  H61-2, '~ockheed - ESC, C23; ~ A S A I J S C ,  SN2; both in Houston, Texas, 77058. 

INTRODUCTION: Our investigation of the 6,400 year old [I] Wabar impact structure of south-central Saudi Arabia has 

continued with analyses of some newly acquired melt samples. In o x  initial study [2] we confirmed the 0b~elvations of Spencer [3] that 

two distinct impact melts ( i e ,  black and white) coexist at the 90 m diameter Wabar Crater. In addition, both melts were shown to be part 

of the crater's main melt-volume and exhibit unusually high levels of meteoritic contamination (ie., -4.5% and -0.5% for the black and 

white melts, respectively) when compared to most terrestrial impact melts [4, 5, 61. These observations indicate a substantially 

heterogeneous, if not bimodal, dissemination of the projectile throughout the target volume melted during the Wabar impact. 

The new sample suite consists of small melt beads in the form of aeroballistically transported, individual glass spheres and 

dumbbells, as well as several ropy fragments. Although their exact spatial relationship to the parent crater is undocumented, they 

nevertheless represent melts that were sufficiently accelerated during the cratering process to become airborne and finely dispersed. 

Given the unusually pristine nature of all Wabar melts, including the absence of aqueous alterations [2, 71, such fine-grained mel! spray 

seems particularly well suited to study the contamination/distribution of projectile materials within melts that are not part of a crater's 

main melt-volume, and that may represent "distal" crater ejecta. This is not only of general interest for a variety of planetary applications 
that focus on the identification of specific impactor materials in diverse impact melts, but also figures prominently in debates related to the 

Cretaceousflertiary boundary event(s), and to the formation ofmicrotektites, all forms of ejecta, if not fine melt spray, far removed 

from their parent crater. The Wabar site offers the opportunity to compare some well-preserved melt-spray samples directly with the main 

melt-volume, the target m k s ,  and the projectile (a 'I)p IIIA octahdrite [9]). This fortunate, if not unique, set of circumstances provides 

for unusually good field control to study the dissemination of the impactor. 

MACRO- AND MICROSCOPIC SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: The newly acquired materials were obtained courtesy of R. Clark 

of The Smithsonian Institution, which has an impressive collection of Wabar samples. Included in this collection are vials of isolated melt 

beads that are sorted by s u e  from 10.5 mm to a few centimeters; such melt samples must abound at Wabar [3,10]. Macroscopically, our 

samples range in size from < 0 5  mm to -2 cm, and in color from brown to black. Most exhibit a vitreous luster and appear holohyaline, 

and some possess cooling cracks and/or detrital material adhering to their surfaces. When the samples were subdivided for thin 

sectioninglmicroprobing and INAA analysis, a few were found to possess shocked-sandstone cores; such glass drapings were not 

considered in this study. Microscopically, glass color varies i ron  transparenthvhite to tan to dark brown and commonly occurs as 

spectacular schlieren. Optically, the larger melt samples (>1.0 mm) are similar in appearance to the massive melt samples of [2]. The 

smaller specimens, however, exhibit a systematic decrease in vesiculation and optical heterogeniety. Most samples <1.0 mm in size were 

essentially free of vesicles and were more uniform in color. 

MELT COMPOSITIONS: The samples were analyzed via microprobe and INAA techniques; all but the microparticles (<1.0 

mm) were sufficiently large to produce representative aliquots to permit both types of analyses. Unfortunately, the microparticles ( ic ,  21 

specimens) had to be divided such that sufficient sample mass ( ic ,  16 specimens) was generated to allow for reliable INAA; the remaining 

five samples were thin sectioned and analyzed with the microprobe. The <1.0 mm samples were analyzed twice by IN& Initially, all 16 

samples were placed in one vial and counted to provide a high-precision average composition for 31 elements. Subsequently, each sphere 

was counted separately, but because of the small sample masses, only reliable data for Fe, Sc, Cr, Co, Ni, and Ir could be obtained. 

Figure 1 illustrates the elemental ratios of Fe  and Ni and compares them to the previously measured values for the black and 

white melts that make up the main Wabar melt-volume [2]. In [2] we noted a systematic discrepancy in Ni-concentration determined by 

microprobe and INAA techniques that has since been traced to an incorrect value for Ni within the microprobe data-reduction software. 

Consequently, the microprobe Ni-concentrations of [2] have been reduced by approximately a factor of 3, rendering them in good 

agreement with the INAA results. Comparison of the individual microprobe analyses from the 11 black- and white-melt samples (Figure 

1A) with those of the 1 6  newly analyzed melt specimens (Figure 1B) reveal that both the average and the range of meteoritic 

contamination is substantially higher for the ejecta melt particles. Averaged microprobe data for individual specimens, typically based on 

>20 analyses, and the INAA results are summarized in Figure 1C. This figure substantiates the above trend and reveals an apparent 

relationship to specimen size in that the small meltdroplets (<1.0 mm) contain, on average, more projectile material than do the large 

melt-specimens (s1.0 mm). Figure 1 C  also reveals a sizedependent partitioning in the Fe/Ni ratio; the meteoritic ratio is -121 

(Ni=73%; Fe=92.0%). The Fe/Ni ratios for the main Wabar melt are -141 and -18:l for the black and white melts, respectively, while 
the ejecta melts possess average ratios of 20:l for the >1.0 mm-sued particles and 22:l for the c1.0 mm particles. Similar Fe-Ni 

fractionation of finely disseminated projectile material in the form of discrete, opaque droplets has been reported previously for Wabar 

materials [7,8]. The conclusion that wholesale Fe-Ni fractionation took place during the Wabar impact seems inescapable. While we have 

analyzed for 36 elements, including refractory (Ir) and volatile (Au, As) species in a wide variety of Wabar melts, a more complete 

treatment and understanding of the fractionation processes must await detailed re-anatysis of the Wabar meteorite which is currently in 

progress. However, the present data suggest a substantial depletion of Ir (by factors of 5 to  10 relative to the meteorite values reported by 

[9]) which we have difficulty in understanding and that may signal some complex fractionation processes. 
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Eighteenelement, multi-variate mixing calculations, identical to and utilizing the endmembers defined in [2], were carried out 
to model the contribution of the meteorite to these newly analyzed melt particles; the results are summarized in Table 1. The new 

TABLE I. Results of Mixing Calculations (percent). E.W.R. is the average Error Weighted Residual. SMALL=<1.0 mm-sized 
particles; LARGE= >1.0 am-sized particles. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. 

COMPONENT BLACK WHITE SMALL LARGE COMPONENT BLACK WHITE SMALL LARGE 
Meteorite 4 < 1  11 8 Meteorite 4 < 1 11 8 

Clast A 68 79 53 59 Clast A 59 70 43 48 
Clast E 26 21 34 33 Clast C 13 12 16 15 

Clast E 22 17 29 28 
E.W.R. 1.82 1.64 2.21 2.20 1.89 1.71 2.12 2.24 

calculations incorporated the corrected Ni values from [2] and resulted in only minor changes for the modeled contributions to the white 

melt (LC, in the threecomponent example, the contribution of Clast A went from -78% to -79% with an associated decrease in the 

contribution of Clast E; for the fourcomponent model the Clast E contribution dropped by about 1%). As can be seen in Table 1, the 

meteorite contributes <1% and -4% to the white and black melts, respectively, but increases to -8% for the large and to -11% for the 
small ballistic melt samples. A single small glass bead exhibits -17% meteoritic contamination. These are the highest meteoritic 

contamination levels reported to date for any natural impact crater, including the siderophile contents at the IW boundary [ll]. 
SUMMARY: The current study suggests that finely dispersed melt specimens, and thereby "distal" ejecta, may be enriched in 

meteoritic components relative to the main melt-volume; the study also corroborates our previous conclusions that projectile 
dissemination is highly heterogeneous. The meteoritic contamination levels observed at Wabar exceed those reported from other 

terrestrial impacts, including the KK boundary materials. The virtual lack of siderophiles in tektites and microtektites [12] pmvides 

surprising contrast to our findings in the finely dispersed 

melt ejecta at Wabar. This contrast serves to emphasize 

that yet other melt-forming processes, as postulated by 0.5  
many [cg ,  13, 141, are needed to account for the 
formation of tektites. 
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